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Message from CEO

In May we commemorate many events 
to serve diverse communities. In May we 
recognize the religious celebration of Eid-
Ul-Fitr which marks the end of the holy 
month of Ramadan and is celebrated by 
the Muslim community in the Region of 
Peel and across the globe. The Settle-
ment team at PCHS hosted and gath-
ered to celebrate Eid-Ul-Fitr, for a virtual 
event with our community members. This 
included educational and informative pre-
sentations, and activities about Ramadan 
and Eid-Ul-Fitr. 

May is also Asian Heritage Month in 
Canada, this is an opportunity for us to 
learn more about the achievements and 
contributions of Canadian’s of Asian her-

itage. The theme this year is “Continuing 
a legacy of greatness”. This month is a 
reminder for Canadian’s to collectively 
come together and fight anti-Asian racism 
and discrimination. 

From May 9th to May 15th PCHS hon-
ored The National Canadian Nursing 
Week which falls on Florence Nightin-
gale’s birthday May 12th, who was a 
nursing pioneer. PCHS’s recognizes that 
since the start of the COVID-19 pan-
demic in 2020, nurses have been the 
champion front line workers and at the 
forefront of taking care of those in need. 
We recognize the hard work and endless 
contributions of our nurses.  

Baldev Mutta CEO, PCHS
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Eid is a religious festival which Muslims all over 
the world celebrate. It marks the end of the holy 
month of Ramadan. After 30 days of fasting, Eid 
is the first day after that month when Muslims do 
not fast and enjoy their day fully. During Eid, Mus-
lims greet each other by saying ‘Eid Mubarak’, 
which is Arabic for “Blessed Eid”
 
On Tuesday May 3, 2022, the Settlement Team 
hosted and gathered to celebrate Eid Al fitr, for 
a virtual event. We started our event with an 
educational and informative presentation about 
Ramadan and Eid Al fitr. During the event all par-
ticipants engaged in different activities. First we 
started with an activity called “Answer and Win”. 
Where questions were listed about the month of 

Ramadan to be answered by the participants. 
The second activity was an arts and craft project, 
where the participants were asked to create their 
own Ramadan paper lantern. The winner of this 
was decided based on the most attractive lantern. 
The third and last activity was the “Traditional 
Eid desserts from around the world”, participants 
were asked to guess the name of the Eid sweet 
to win a prize. 

The winner from each activity was gifted a prize. 
The event was full of joy and positive energy and 
that was evident from how the participants were 
interacting and engaged during the whole event.  

Eid Celebration at PCHS

PCHS Celebration
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All-Parties Election Forum on
Poverty and Equity

On Thursday, May 26th, 2022 PCHS hosted the 
All-Parties Election Forum on Poverty and Equi-
ty. Non-profit leaders and representatives from 
the major parties came together to discuss and 
debate the issues affecting marginalized people 
in Peel Region. Community partners from Roots 
Community Services, Indus and our Board Chair 
Dianne Douglas also joined the event.

Members from the community posed important 
questions to the party members, which lead the 

discussion regarding Poverty and Equity with-
in Peel Region. The candidates gave insightful 
answers, and noted the importance the presence 
that the non-profit sector has during this election. 

The party members present were; Sara Singh: 
NDP, Marilyn Raphael: Liberal, Aneep Dhade: 
Green Party and Hardeep Grewal: PC. 
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Let’s Talk About Risk:
Taking a look into the factors that 
increase the risk of homelessness
Khadija Mohamed

Welcome back to Hous-
ing Issues, a column 
dedicated to docu-

menting my journey learning 
and exploring the causes be-
hind the rampant housing is-
sues within the Region of Peel 
and the Province at large. Join 
me month, as we investigate 
factors leading to our housing 
crisis, and efforts that aim to ad-
dress the root causes within the 
area. Issue #2 is taking a deep 
dive into factors that increase 
the risk of homelessness for 
those whom are already vulner-
able and precariously housed.

There is a plethora of vulnerabil-
ities that lead to an increase risk 
for facing homelessness. The 
pathways to homelessness are 
as unique and complex as the 
population itself, which makes 
categorization difficult. However, 
there are several key risk fac-
tors that have routinely come 
up in research over the years, 
that usually occur at the inter-
section of individual level (i.e. 
physical health, mental health, 
education, etc.) and structural 
level (i.e. racism, poverty, lack 
of affordable housing, etc.) risks 
(Frankish et al., 2005).

It is important to keep in mind 
when discussing risk factors, 
that homelessness is not simply 
an issue adequate housing. 

There are many factors that 
interact with what people have 
access to what kinds of hous-
ing. It is related to access, not 
only to shelter, but to resources 
and information that increase 
the likelihood of finding and 
maintaining suitable and appro-
priate housing. The more ac-
cess one has to resources and 
information, the more choices 
and opportunities available to 
them to reduce the potential 
risk of homelessness, but this is 
steeped in systemic inequalities. 
An important concept is that of 
social exclusion, “[I]t allows one 
to explore how the personal 
histories of individuals intersect 
with certain social, political and 
economic conditions that re

strict people’s access to spaces, 
institutions and practices that 
reduce risk.” (Gaetz & O’Grady, 
2006). Social exclusion explains 
why we see an overrepresenta-
tion of those with marginalized 
identities within statistics about 
housing and homelessness 
studies conducted in Canada. 
Our marginalized populations 
do not have the same social 
and economic supports, by vir-
tue of being viewed as separate 
from the dominant society. This 
leads to an increase in barriers 
access to housing, food secu-
rity, meaningful employment, 
health care, safety, etc. 

Factors contributing to 
Homelessness 
(Canadian Definition of 
Homelessness, 2012)

Unstable Employment – 
People are stuck in cycles of liv-
ing pay cheque to pay cheque, 
unable to build or meaningfully 
contribute to financial savings. 
An increase in cost of living, un-
expected expense, or change to 
working hours may inhibit their 
ability to maintain housing.
Unemployment – A lack of in-
come to afford housing, or keep 
up with other expenses that 
may impact their housing.

Provisional Accommodations 
Some housing models are tem-
porary in nature. If a person is 
unable to secure stable housing 
prior to being transitioned out of 
their temporary accommodation, 
this individual is at risk of re-en-
tering the homelessness cycle.

Mental Illness and/or Sub-
stance Abuse
Mental illness, Substance use, 
and homelessness can play 
hand in hand, with one often ex-
acerbating the other. People liv-
ing with mental illness, or those 
with addiction issues remain 
homeless longer, and have less 
support from their social circles. 
A stable environment is a key 
factor in better mental health 
and sobriety outcomes. Howev-
er, the stresses of facing immi-

nent homelessness or living in 
unsuitable conditions often ag-
gravate underlying conditions.

Violence and Abuse 
Those exposed to the various 
forms of violence and abuse, 
may be facing homelessness 
in attempts to flee their current 
housing situation.
Institutionalization – Those who 
are institutionalized or incarcer-
ated, are often released with no 
connection to stable housing. 
Therefore, increasing their like-
lihood of (re)entering the home-
lessness cycle.

It is no coincidence that all of 
these resources listed, are the 
major risk factors for homeless-
ness for those at imminent risk 
or who are currently precari-
ously housed. Looking back to 
last week’s issue of Housing 
Issues, where we discussed the 
different types of homelessness, 
I want to further highlight that 
that although from the outside 
there does not seem to be much 
distinction between those at 
imminent risk of homelessness 
and those who are provisionally 
accommodated, what separates 
them typically is a crisis or an 
increase in severity of an under-
lying risk factor.

Unfortunately, I see first hand 
that there are not enough re-
sources for the amount of need 
within our community. While 

providing financial assistance 
and connecting clients to ongo-
ing community resources does 
provide some sort of support, it 
is often not enough to lift them 
out of their at-risk status. Most 
of my clients are not facing one 
or two risk factors, but a pleth-
ora that are playing off of each 
other. I have had the oppor-
tunity to conduct three month 
check-ins with a number of my 
clients, only to find that their 
housing situations have, on the 
one hand, have either stayed 
the same or have changed for 
the worse. The assistance that 
many community organizations 
are a drop in the bucket of the 
resources and support needed 
to increase their stability and 
reduce their risk levels. 

This then begs the question, 
what can we do to further 
address the issue of home-
lessness within the Region of 
Peel? I hope to explore what is 
currently being done, as well as 
recommendations that are be-
ing made to address the issue 
of housing in Peel in our next 
issue of the Housing Issues 
column.
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Why is Mental Health 
important?
Mental health encompasses 
our psychological, emotional, 
and social well-being— which 
means it influences a variety 
of our functions. How we feel, 
think, act, cope with stress, 
interact with other people, and 
make decisions— all of these 
are impacted by the state of our 
mental health and well-being.

Exploring Mental Health in the 
South Asian Community
The stigmatized nature sur-
rounding mental illness has 
made it challenging for the 
South Asian men and women 
to access the required aid they 
need due to, the socialization of 
sharing emotions and personal 
life histories. 
Often times, these stressors 
arise from intergenerational 
trauma, cultural conflict, ac-
ademic/work pressure, rela-
tionships, finances and family 
difficulties. 

How to Overcome Stigmas 
 It is important for us as a com-
munity to educate our families 
on the scientific reasons/causes 
for mental illnesses and spread 
more awareness of psycholog-
ical disorders in order to deal 
with it with sensitivity. We must 
advocate for those who are 
struggling to talk about their 
mental health. Promote having 

more open and honest conver-
sations with our parents/chil-
dren, community leaders.

Mental Health is More than 
the Absence of a Mental 
Illness
Positive mental health allows 
us to cope with difficulties in 
our life, recognize, regulate and 
express emotions, empathize 
with others, cope with changing 
roles, responsibilities and chal-
lenges and help us reach our 
highest potential. 

Common Mental Illness 
Include 
Depression and Anxiety
Depression can look like: low-
ered mood, decreased interest 
in pleasurable activities, insom-
nia/hypersomnia, fatigue / low 
energy, recurrent thought of 
death, agitation, physical pain 
and more. Depression can de-
crease one’s ability to function 
and cope with everyday stress-
es. 

Anxiety can look like: Exces-
sive worrying, about various 
topics, events, or activities, 
difficulty in calming self, rest-
lessness, fatigue, difficulties 
concentrating, muscle tension 
and sleep disturbance.
 
What are Concurrent 
Disorders?
Concurrent disorder is a con-

dition where a person experi-
ences both mental illness and 
substance abuse. For instance 
– anxiety disorder and alcohol-
ism, depression and cannabis 
use. There is no single cause 
for this disorder and many 
times, substance abuse and 
mental illness have the same 
origin – ex. Trauma. 

Mental Health Disorders can 
include psychosis:
Psychosis is a condition that af-
fects a person’s ability to know 
what is real vs. what is not real. 
It is more common than people 
think. Almost 3% of the world’s 
population experience psycho-
sis at some point in their lives. 

Symptoms of Psychosis:
Experiencing strange and un-
realistic thoughts that won’t go 
away even when other people 
believe the thoughts can’t be 
true or hearing things or seeing 
things that aren’t there. 

Medication gets rid of many 
of the symptoms of psychosis 
and helps to prevent psycho-
sis from occurring again. Skills 
like taking care of your health, 
managing stress, solving prob-
lems, setting goals, connecting 
with other people, preventing 
relapse, dealing with symptoms 
help with moving forward.

Who Can Diagnose?
A General Practitioner may be 
in a good position to diagnose 
and treat very minor cases of 
mental distress, but they are not 
the best sole provider for mod-
erate to severe conditions or 
cases that are complicated by 
co-occurring problems. A gen-
eral practitioner will refer clients 
to a psychiatrist when a more 
complex assessment is required 
for an accurate diagnosis.

How can I take care of my 
mental health?
Self-care! Remember that you 
are not alone. Focus on your 
health family, work, school, rela-

tionship and ask for help when 
you need it. Promote a good 
environment (school, work, 
place to live) and healthy eating 
habits. Schedule regular phys-
ical activities and community 
interaction. Find resources that 
help to meet your needs.    

What is mindfulness?
Mindfulness is the state of 
active, open awareness of the 
present. You observe your 
thoughts and feelings without 
judgment. The goal of mind-
fulness is to be continuously 
present, and learn from your 
surroundings and experiences 
without being on autopilot. 

Next time you find your mind 
racing with stress, try the 
acronym S.T.O.P.
S – Stop what you are doing, 
put things down for a minute. T 
– Take a breath. ...O – Observe 
your thoughts, feelings, and 
emotions. ...P – Proceed with 
something that will support you 
in the moment.

Taking Care Of Our 
Mental Health
Parneet Chohan, Concurrent Disorder Case Manager
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The National Canadian Nursing Week takes 
place every year in the month of May and falls 
on the same week as Florence Nightingale’s 
birthday on May 12. From the start of the 
pandemic in 2020 till now nurses in Ontario 
and across the world have worked in the 
forefront of the COVID-19 pandemic. National 
Nursing Week celebrates and recognizes 
the tireless contribution of nurses to the 
community. This year’s theme for Nursing Week 
is #WeAnswerTheCall. It was developed by 
Canadian Nurses Association (CNA) to recognize 
several roles that nurses play in their patient’s 
overall health-care journey (CNA, 2022). 

Punjabi Community Health Services (PCHS) 
recognizes the hard work, dedication, and 
passion that nurses at PIRC (PCHS COVID-19 
Isolation & Recovery Centre) have shown 
over the last year and a half. Our Registered 
Nurses, Registered Practical Nurses, and Nurse 
Practitioners have adapted and persevered with 
courage and resiliency throughout this initiative to 
keep the community safe. The nurses across the 
world have stepped forward and continue to play 
an important role in the community, regardless of 
a risk to their personal safety and health.

Nursing Week 2022 
Ansjyot Kapoor, BSCN, RN 
(Nurse Manager, COVID-19 Isolation and Recovery Centre)

After two long years, the Sikh community was 
able to partake in Vaisakhi celebrations on May 
1st, 2022. Khalsa Day 2022, organized by the 
Ontario Sikhs and Gurudwara Council (OSGC), 
marked the 323rd Revelation Day of Khalsa, 
when Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji founded the 
Khalsa Panth. Many attended the event despite 
the weather conditions, since in-person Vaisakhi 
celebrations were halted in Canada due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

The Punjabi Community Health Services (PCHS) 
organization was invited to the Khalsa Day 
2022 for the first time this year. PCHS took this 
opportunity to do outreach for the programs 

and services that are offered at the agency. 
PCHS staff team members Harinder, Satvinder, 
Gurpreet, Taranjot, Kirandeep, and Kamaljit were 
on site at the Sri Guru Singh Sabha Malton. 

The staff had interacted with individuals from all 
walks of life, everyone from 8 year olds to 80 year 
olds. The team distributed Addictions, Mental 
Health and Settlement promotional materials 
along with toys, stress busters, and stationary 
items. Team members were able to partake in 
the Vaisakhi celebrations all while leaving their 
impact on the community. 

Khalsa Day Parade 2022
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My name is Anumeet 
Bhandal.  I am a psy-
chotherapist in the 

making. I have completed my 
Masters in Counseling Psychol-
ogy and working towards com-
pleting my counselling hours to 
be a licensed psychotherapist in 
Toronto, Ontario. I have worked 
as a grief counsellor among the 
South Asian demographic and 
started working as a Mental 
Health Case Manager. I also 
hold mental health workshops 
to empower children and youth 
through mindfulness education. 
My Instagram page is Present-
lyMe, where you can find some 
of my work. Below you can find 
a piece on how and why to take 
a Mental Health Day! 

Mental health days are essential 
and valuable to prevent burnout. 
I would highly recommend each 
individual to take mental health 
days to replenish their mind, 
body and soul. Mental health 
days can foster presence, en-
gagement, wellness and self-
love. Mental health days can 
often be overlooked, causing 
deterioration of wellness, in-
creasing anxiety, distractibility, 
anger, and fatigue. Neglecting 
one’s wellness regime can 
cause over or under-sleeping, 
dissatisfaction in relationships, 
lower self-esteem, lack of em-
pathy and compassion. Ongo-
ing exposure to stress without 

appropriate self-care can cause 
severe consequences mentally 
and physically.

Taking care of one’s mental 
health can be complex as we 
live in a society where hus-
tle culture; working harder, 
stronger, faster is continuous-
ly imposed on us. Therefore, 
individuals need to recognize 
when their mind and body feel 
restless, tired and displeased. 
Mental health days can work in 
distinctive mechanisms based 
on each individual’s needs and 
wants. For example, some indi-
viduals may plan out every oth-
er Sunday to take care of their 
mind, body and soul. However, 
some may wake up and not feel 
well mentally; that can be their 
sign to take the day off to focus 
on their wellness.

The mind can also fall sick like 
other parts of the body. Mental 
health has become more prev-
alent and more understood by 
numerous employers. There-
fore, most employers will under-
stand and grant mental health 
days. For example, in Ontario, 
employees are entitled to up to 
three days of unpaid sick leave 
under the province’s Employ-
ment Standards Act, 2000, 
including stress or other mental 
health issues. Mental health 
days should be taken as sick 
days.  

Tips on how and why to 
take a mental health day
Anumeet Bhandal

The best ways to spend a 
mental health day vary based 
on the individual. One may want 
to stay in bed and watch mov-
ies. In contrast, someone else 
needs to move physically to feel 
better. It is essential to listen 
to your mind and body. Coping 
strategies for a mental health 
day entail of journaling, writing 
down your thoughts and feel-
ings, taking a break from social 
media, taking a warm bath, 
reading your favourite book, 
and going on a date by yourself. 
Put your favourite outfit on, get 
a nice coffee and reflect through 
gratitude. Gratitude is proven 
to rewire the brain, increasing 
well-being and life satisfaction.

However, a mental health day 
may not work for everyone; 
therefore, it is vital to talk to a 
therapist who can recommend 
tools to cope with burnout. Ther-
apists can identify burnout and 
encourage rest and recharging. 
Lastly, take care of yourself, 
rest, slow down and be present.

“The best ways to spend a 
mental health day vary 
based on the individual.”
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PCHS
Senior's Knitting Club 

Via Zoom 

PCHS is pleased to announce that the knitting club will
be meeting weekly via Zoom. Whether you are a Long-
time member or newly interested in Knitting we are
looking forward to seeing you.

Dates: April 6th to May 25th 2022

Time: Every Wednesday 3pm to 4pm 

Join at: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/2506922179

PCHS started the Senior’s Knitting Club from April 6th until May 25th, it took place every Wednesday 
from 3-4pm.

Testimonials:
“It is great to be a part of PCHS’s Knitting group. 
When we meet for the knitting session on 
Wednesday’s, it is not only a unique way of knit-
ting, it’s looking forward to camaraderie while 
learning the art of knitting.”

“We all have been chit chatting while working 
with our hands, it is a great exercise for our fin-
gers, hands and joints. It adds value to the time 
shared during the knitting hour meeting. 
The wool kit is so well designed with such array 
of colours that stimulates our mind to be cre-
ative and come up with unique colour combina-
tions while designing a scarf, hat or socks.”

“Another benefit of knitting class is that it keeps 
us busy and deviates focus from our age related 
health issues. Knitting is very relaxing, just like 
a self-meditation technique that helps reduce 
stress and keep our sanity in this busy and hec-
tic world.”

“Some of us will be donating hand-made knit 
products to local Charity or hospital.
Thanks very much for providing us with the 
unique and very useful Knitting kits.”  

Keep updated on future programs and events https://pchs4u.com/

https://pchs4u.com/
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Brampton Library Events

The Hidden
Join this free, interactive theatre experience in the library! Part 
puzzle, part scavenger hunt, The Hidden is for mystery lovers of all 
ages (12+ years). With clues hidden in books and more, there is a 
mystery to be solved. Are you up for the adventure? 

June 3 – 5 and 7 – 10, 2022
Performances at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Register at ow.ly/Qrj750J4slC

Digital banking
Learn about the myths surrounding digital banking and online 
banking security. Experts from RBC will explain how digital banking 
can simplify your life and help you spend more time doing the things 
you want.

June 14, 3 – 4 p.m.

Antakshari
Enjoy this famous musical game featuring Bollywood songs.

This is a Library Settlement Partnerships program. Join LSP staff 
for this fun-filled event and show your singing skills. For more 
information on how to join, please contact LSP staff:

Kaukab: 416-700-9299
Sameeta: 647-302-0989
Kaval: 647-302-0370
Email: services@bmccentre.org

June 20, 3 – 4:30 p.m.

Teen Book Review
Angelfall
Author: Susan Ee
Reviewed by: Ganeev Patti
Brampton Library Youth Volunteer
Publisher: Grand Haven, Mich.

The book Angelfall by Susan Ee is 
a post-apocalyptic fantasy novel 
that grasps your attention from 
the very first page, all the way to 
the end. This young-adult fiction 
is about a 17-year-old girl named 
Penryn Young. She lives with her 
mother and Paige, her little sister, 
in San Francisco Bay which has 
been attacked by angels, majority 
of which are antagonists of this 
book. San Francisco Bay has been 
ruled by the fear and rage of street 
gangs. Penryn spends most of her 
life running away from the street 
gangs until one day the angels 
appear and take away her little 
sister, leaving behind an injured 
and wingless angel. Penryn would 
do anything to get her sister back, 
including making a fatal deal with 
one of the enemy angels himself. 
Raffe, the second protagonist of 
the book, is extremely wounded 
and wingless. His only hope to get 
his wings back is Penryn. They 
have only each other to rely on 
for survival as they travel through 
a dark and twisted northern Cali-
fornia. Together, they head to the 
heart of San Francisco, where 
she will risk everything to save her 
sister and he will put himself at the 
mercy of his worst enemies in ex-

change for the chance to be made 
whole again.  
One of the best things about this 
book was that there was always a 
big wow factor. Susan Ee leaves 
you off with suspense and the urge 
to keep reading after every chap-
ter. While she describes the angels 
in the book as cruel and demol-
ishing creatures, Raffe, one of the 
angels, is just as kind and helpful. 
This was one of the main reasons 
why I kept reading. The urge to 
see why Raffe is so different from 
the other angels kept me indulged 
in the book all the way ‘til the end. 
Suspense can sometimes lead to 
disappointment but Susan Ee also 
makes sure not to leave any read-
er unsatisfied as the outcomes of 
every problem in this book are cre-
ative and leave the reader pleased. 

I really liked how the author, Susan 
Ee, made all the characters very 
lovable and easy to make con-
nections with. I feel like the main 
reason why the characters were 
so lovable was because she made 
the characters relatable even when 
this was a fiction book. I also liked 
how the author didn’t leave behind 
any main genres such as romance 
and mystery, although there wasn’t

a lot of romance, the author made 
the little romance scenes very 
astounding. For these reasons I 
would recommend this book to any 
teen that is into fictional novels. 

All in all, this was a very enjoyable, 
catchy, and sensational read. Ev-
erything in this book, from the plot 
to the characters, is astounding. I 
would definitely recommend this 
book to anyone who is looking to 
go on an adventure in their bed-
room!

The book is also available at Brampton Library
Click here to see 

https://catalogue.bramlib.on.ca/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.5&pos=1&cn=412886
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OUR SHOWS

InterGen
The Purple Tales
Weekly Punjabi News
News & Views
Parchol
Khari Khari
Community Connection
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